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Only here to tell you that if you don't care for other similar apps,
this is actually one of the best.Q: Get records based on
combination of columns with a group by I am trying to get a
result set (using mysql version 5.5) like this:
+----------+------------+-------+ | id | name | type |
+----------+------------+-------+ | 1000001 | a | foo | | 1000001 | b |
foo | | 1000001 | c | foo | +----------+------------+-------+ Let's say,
for each id, there can be 'foo' (type 'foo') or 'bar' (type 'bar'). So
the result will be: +----------+------------+ | id | name |
+----------+------------+ | 1000001 | a, b | | 1000001 | c |
+----------+------------+ How can I write this query? I tried this, but
it doesn't work: SELECT s.id, s.name,
GROUP_CONCAT(DISTINCT(t.name)) FROM `test` s LEFT
JOIN `test` t ON t.id = s.id GROUP BY s.id; A: This GROUP BY
clause might help: GROUP BY s.id, s.name 'Harry Potter' fans
get to live in the Harry Potter world As the final chapter of the
Harry Potter books gets closer, people are taking advantage of
the movie's success and taking a little bit of a break from
reality. For those who have never left their Hogsmeade, this
might sound like an awfully daunting task, but for the rest of us,
it could be a way to live out our dreams. The Internet Movie
Database (IMDB) created a site for Harry Potter fans with an all-
encompassing Harry Potter site, titled "The Wizarding World." It
lets viewers take an immersive tour of the world that is revealed
in the Harry
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A small, sleek and lightweight system monitoring application
that just works. The program is free, but you'll need to make
sure.NET Framework 4.6.1 is on your computer (more details
here). Ampare System Information Information and resource
usage: The application comes with a few built-in information
panels that just show basic data about the PC's hardware and
software configuration. In short: it's a free and small application
that functions properly without any problems. Ampare System
Information User reviews: Comments Ampare System
Information Summary: It's not a great application by today's
standards. It's not precise in some aspects, but it does actually
work and deliver on its promises. It also works with both 32-bit
and 64-bit editions of Windows, so if you happen to be running
one of them, you're in luck.Abstract With the increasing
requirement for analytical precision, matrix-assisted laser
desorption ionization–mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS) mass
spectra acquired with traditional aluminum MALDI targets have
been found to have relatively low sensitivity. An alternative
approach using MALDI anode arrays as mass spectrometry
detectors has been developed. The present work is focused on
the comparison of these two different surface energy and
morphology approaches. After systematic investigation, we
found that the conductive anode surface not only provides a
direct sample–target interface, but also promotes the secondary
electron emission to enhance the ionization of analytes. The
secondary electron emission has been found to greatly
enhance the ionization rate and ionization efficiency of analytes
that reside on the surface, regardless of their chemical
composition and morphological characteristic. To illustrate the
effect of sample preparation, the differences between the
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MALDI-MS analysis of aqueous droplets dried on a
conventional aluminum MALDI target and those on an anode
array were systematically evaluated. Compared with the
conventional method, a significant increase in the number of
positive ion species and reproducibility was observed for the
anode arrays. Finally, the morphology of the aluminum anode
arrays was investigated and compared with the surface
structure obtained from energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
and scanning electron microscopy. This work provides a
deeper insight into the surface ionization behavior of aluminum
MALDI targets and the comparison between their structures.
We conclude that the application of an anode array should be
considered as an alternative to traditional aluminum targets
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System Requirements For Ampare System Information:

Memory: 1 GB Hard Disk: 10 GB Screen Resolution: 1024×768
Processor: 1.3 GHz or faster OS: Windows 10 (64 bit) or newer
Internet Connection: Broadband Internet Connection The Free
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